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Linkage (or lack of) between emission 
and efficiency standards!



Gasoline LDV Emission Control Technologies!

SAE PAPER # 2013-01-0534/0539!

In-cylinder!  Aftertreatment!

•  Air-Fuel ratio control!
•  Fuel injection!
•  O2 sensor!

•  Geometry!
•  Reduce crevices!
•  Intake ports!
•  Spark plug position!

•  EGR !
•  Variable valve timing!

•  Three-Way Catalyst (TWC)!
•  NOx, HC, CO!

•  Extremely Precise Air-Fuel 
ratio control (no excursions)!

•  UEGO O2 sensor !
•  Rapid catalyst lightoff!

•  Ignition retard!
•  Exhaust insulation!

•    PM generally not an issue with 
port injected, but could become 
on GDI. Gasoline Particulate 
Filter (GPF).!



Relationship between efficiency and 
emissions for gasoline engines!

§  Emission control technology is highly specialized – 
compliance with emission standards has no impact on 
efficiency!
§  Exception is lean burn – the 3-way catalyst cannot reduce NOx 

emissions if the exhaust is lean, so stringent standards can bar lean-
burn engines!

§  Note that lean-burn gasoline engines are not being used even in 
countries with less stringent standards.!

§  Efficiency technologies such as fuel injection and variable 
valve timing can make it cheaper to comply with emission 
requirements!



Diesel LDV Emission Control Technologies!

SAE PAPER # 2013-01-0534/0539!

In-cylinder!  Aftertreatment!

•  Air-fuel management syst.!
•  Rotary pump, Common-rail!
•  Direct or Indirect Inj.!
•  Low or High pressure!
•  Turbocharging with 

intercooling !
•  Variable geometry turbo (VGT)!
•  Variable valve timing (VVT)!

•  Geometry!
•  Nozzle (sac vol., #holes, etc)!
•  Comb. chamber !

•  EGR system -NOx Control!
•  Mechanic or Electronic!
•  Cooled or not!

•  Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC)!
•  CO (90%), HC (70%)!
•  SOF fraction of PM (10-50%)!

!
•  Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF)!

•  PM ( 95%)!
•  PN !

•  Lean NOx Trap (LNT)!
•  NOx (70-90%)!
•  Require ULSD!

•  Selective Catalytic Reduction 
(SCR)!

•  NOx (95%)!



Relationship between efficiency and 
emissions for diesel engines!

§  There is a lot of overlap between efficiency technology and 
engine-out emission control technology!
§  Technologies such as common-rail injection, turbocharging, EGR, 

and variable valve timing have large benefits for both emissions and 
efficiency!

§  Diesel aftertreatment can reduce efficiency!
§  Lean-NOx traps require frequent rich operation to remove NOx 

stored on the trap!
§  DPFs require enrichment to regenerate the particulate trap (although 

this occurs much less frequently than lean-NOx traps)!
§  SCR systems can improve efficiency by allowing diesels to emit 

more NOx from the engine, but this is offset somewhat by the cost of 
urea!
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Context and disadvantages of 
European Approach, including 

supplemental test cycles!



§  Mediciones con Remote Sensing y con PEMS!

Slide 8	


Diferencias entre laboratorio y uso real!

Chen & Borken-Kleefeld, AtmEnv. 88 (2014) !



Petrol and Diesel PV NOx Standards!
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Role of Fuel Economy Standards in Managing 
Performance – Fuel Consumption Tradeoff: US Example!



Slide 11	


US Vehicle Compliance Program!



Supplemental Emission Tests in the US!

§  The FTP and the NEDC do not reflect…!
§  Higher speeds – cars are driven 100+ kph on the 

highway!
§  Acceleration – vehicles accelerate far more rapidly than 

in the drive cycles!
§  Colder temperatures – testing protocol uses 20-30°C – 

emissions and fuel consumption increase when engine, 
catalytic converter are colder!

§  Accessory use – accessories like air-conditioning are 
not turned on during the official tests!

§  To correct, the US adopted supplemental drive cycles !
§  US06 cycle for aggressive driving!
§  SC03 cycle for air conditioning!
§  FTP cycle run at -7°C !
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US06!

§  US06 is not a representative speed and high 
acceleration cycle!
§  Goal was to ensure the emission control system continues to 

operate efficiently during worst case in-use speeds and accels!
§  Designed to capture 99th percentile speeds and accelerations !

§  Especially important for diesel engines!
§  Cold starts set the hardware requirements for gasoline 

engines – US06 simply ensures that the system is calibrated 
for all speeds and accelerations!

§  For diesels, Nox and PM increase rapidly with higher engine 
loads – thus, US06 sets the hardware requirements for 
diesels!



SC03!

§  The SC03 is tested at 35°F, 40% humidity, and 
full sun load   

§  Conditions chosen to ensure that the emission 
control system continues to operate efficiently 
during worst-case ambient conditions   



Cold Temperature CO Test!

§  Fuel vaporizes fairly readily at 24°C and 
vehicles can be started, even after a cold 
start, without any fuel enrichment  !

§  Below about 5-10°C, fuel does not vaporize 
properly.  A richer air/fuel mixture is required 
to ensure that enough fuel vaporizes to 
support combustion.  !

§  This fuel enrichment strongly affects CO 
emissions!



Emission Comparison Summary!

§  The US program is much more robust than 
the EU program!
§  US does in-use compliance testing!
§  US conducts supplemental cycles!

§  Tier 3 standards more stringent than Euro6!
§  Tier 3 NMHC+NOx standards will phase down to 

30 mg/mile, while the Euro6 standards are 206 
mg/mile for petrol vehicles and 274 for diesel 
vehicles!
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The Role of Fuel Quality!



Gasoline Sulfur Impacts!

§  Sulfur is not a poison!!!!
§  Sulfur locks up catalyst sites and reduces catalyst 

activity – it does this on all catalysts, regardless of the 
emission standard!

§  Reducing sulfur is not necessary to move from 
Euro 3 to Euro 6!
§  Get much of the benefits of Euro 6 with high sulfur fuel!

§  Sulfur effects are reversible !
§  Sulfur stored on catalysts is removed when the vehicle 

is operated on low sulfur fuel!
§  Lower sulfur improves the performance of all catalysts!
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Low Sulfur is Critical for Diesel PM and 
NOx Reduction!
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Technology Now Exists 
To Dramatically Clean Up  

New Vehicles!  !

from www.factsaboutscr.com 

But Low Sulfur Fuel Is 
 Critical!! 
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Fuel sulfur impacts on efficiency!
§  Fuel sulfur does not pose a problem for gasoline vehicle 

efficiency technologies!
§  Lean-burn technologies do require ultra low sulfur fuels 

to meet stringent conventional pollutant standards, but 
are not being used!

§  Fuel sulfur and conventional pollutant standards are a 
package that should go together in order to restrict entry of 
higher polluting diesels and potentially other technologies!

§  Without emissions aftertreatment, diesels are a low cost 
option for complying with fuel economy/greenhouse gas 
standards!



Other Fuel Impacts!

§  Octane affects all technologies relatively the same 
– the higher the octane, the better the fuel 
economy !

§  Octane has no measurable impact on emissions.!
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Altitude, road condition, and driving 
condition impacts!



Emission Impacts!
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•  Tire rolling resistance has negligible impacts on 
emissions!

•  Driving behavior affects in-use emissions, which is why 
EPA adopted supplemental cycles!

•  Altitude used to affect emissions, but not anymore!
•  Oxygen sensors and air flow sensors detect the 

lower air density at high altitude and automatically 
compensate to maintain emissions!
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Tires and roads!

§  No correlation between price or treadwear (a measure of tire durability) and 
rolling resistance!

§  Highly variable road surfaces and bumps affect the internal design of the 
tire.  However, low rolling resistance tires differ from regular tires primarily 
in the tread compound and design.  This has no effect on how well the tire 
handles highly variable road surfaces and bumps or how durable the tire is. 



High Altitude Impacts!
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•  Fuel economy is BETTER at high altitude:!
•  Air density is lower, decreasing aerodynamic drag and reducing 

pumping losses. !
•  There is a loss of power if the engine is naturally 

aspirated:  !
•  If a manufacturer designs the vehicle for high altitude, they will 

need to install a larger engine.  !
•  However, engines in Mexico are still smaller and have less power 

than engines in the US, making it easier for Mexican vehicles to 
meet the standards.!

•  Turbocharging will eliminate the power loss at high 
altitude - while preserving the pumping loss 
improvements:!

"All EcoBoost V-6 engines maintain peak torque capability at 
well over 5,000 feet above sea level, making EcoBoost-
equipped vehicles ideal for high-altitude operation."    
http://media.ford.com/article_display.cfm?article_id=30651!
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Wide-Range Transmission Gears!
§  Older 4- and 5-speed transmissions have a gear range of about 4.5 (ratio 

of shortest gear to tallest gear).  It cannot cover all driving from highway 
cruising to high-altitude grades.  Thus, some low-powered vehicles may 
need to have shorter gears for Mexico.!

§  Current 6+ speed transmissions have wider gear ranges, of 6.0 or more.  
This provides proper gearing for both highway cruising and high-altitude 
grades, without the need to change gearing.!

§  Also note that turbocharged engines do not lose performance at high-
altitude, further reducing any need for shorter gears.!

Older 
transmissions!

Current US 
transmissions!

Mexico gearing!
European 
gearing!

Gear range!

Gear range!

Gear range!
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Displacement vs. Footprint: All Vehicles!

§  Regression of engine size versus 
vehicle footprint is 14% higher in 
the US than in Mexico!
§  2008 data for Mexico and the US, 

cars and light trucks combined!
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Power vs Footprint:  All vehicles!
§  Regression of engine power (hp) 

versus vehicle footprint is 12% 
higher in the US than in Mexico!
§  2008 data for Mexico and the US, 

cars and light trucks combined!
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Cars 1.0L – 3.5L: Horsepower v Footprint!
§  Regression of HP versus vehicle footprint is 17% higher in the US!

§  2008 data for Mexico and the US!
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Cars 1.0L – 3.5L: Horsepower v Test Weight!
§  Regression of HP versus test weight is 11% higher in the US!

§  2008 data for Mexico and the US!
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Cars 1.0L – 1.8L: Horsepower v Footprint!
§  Regression of HP versus vehicle footprint is 3% higher in the US!

§  2008 data for Mexico and the US!
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Cars 1.0L – 1.8L: Horsepower v Test Weight!
§  Regression of HP versus test weight is 2% higher in the US!

§  2008 data for Mexico and the US!
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Thank You!



Gasoline vs Diesel Costs!

Estimated cumulative emission control technology cost 
for gasoline and diesel LDVs assuming a 2.0 L engine !

ICCT, SAE PAPER # 2013-01-0534/0539!



§  Mediciones con Remote Sensing y con PEMS!

Slide 35	


Diferencias entre laboratorio y uso real!
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PEMS testing in the US!

http://www.theicct.org/use-emissions-testing-light-duty-diesel-vehicles-us!


